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ETHNOGRAPHIES OF MASS ,COMMUNIATION . ,

The roli'of human cormunication in social life has pervadeit;nearix

eyery classic ethnography. However, research into'theBstructureszend pro-,

cesses of "mass" -communication - -few sources. And niany-receivei-sengaged

. unidirectional, mediated,. symbolic-, activity-nytaS born into': time when 1 :

most comunication and sociological researchers..were alit°, Vitally apply-/. ,
ing new. quantitative methods imp911ed by Proplablliitit behavioral models i

order to measure the "variables" they belieyed were
..

The, mass. m

,have been with us for a. relatively -short 'period f tme. Os* co,mmuni

s ea h has...an_even-shorter historye Tqday, the first time, the e is

growing interest in systernatitethicographic 'studies of the mass

their primary audiencesfaMiliis.

dia and,-

The purpose of this paper to encourige' further ethnogr phic study

audience behavior by discussing some theoretical concerns which beir on
o

the qualitative research enterprise., This will be accompl shed by intro-

dciing°' a variety of peripectives which can be used togu de ethnographic

research. There are some recent developments in commu ications and

sociology which are potentially very Useful to the e nographer,of mass

si



,
commUniation. -Plebe of these perspeCtives on socia

.

w(ccitenUnitation ruleS, the interpretive paradigm, and et dol ogy) will
,

e,,distu$sed .thearet4tal 1f'points,,4 :departure for ethnogr hi c research

in inass :,,Communi talon The i,n ;whi ch cOmnilunicati on rules 'are accounted
:0 ,

for In normative, i nierpreti ands ettociiiiethodologital perspectives will
r\- ,

be discussed, The issues of general itY and' necessi ty tati ve

'audience behavior will 'be presented and 'illustrations from qualitative.

research which has been conducted .'.will be used to demonstrate three modes of

nerPretati on of audience .beh or

No attempt is Made in thin paper.. to -ultilmetely reconcile thi differences

in the perspectives Whido'are:Tdiscus nStead; eftbrt Made t0 drawi' 2 "0i ./
relevant' featires from each ...lierstiettiVe, in or, der 'to -coippere.thebreti cat.

vantage Oints.,:'from 'Whith-,audienee behavior can, be viewed using the eth7;:'

aph'ic :method;'' of data collection 'A.:Canmentheme which pervades the
: raI

ripeCtivet::it a. rejection of the coVering law model as the most.de'7.

ble tlrf, explanatory. devices..:.. From the;perspecttves--wh i ch are discussed.

n behavi is :regarded,. asp fundamental lY:different frOnt beliaViors;

characterize..thenatural sciencei,;I:a:)dbMain to 4'fki.ch the '',:coic-ring aw

1 -.is comfOrtably c ,cauSeand...-effett .models will
r-;

ps remain usefUl;ai exptanatory !inechanistos. fOr.demOgraPijit accounts of

hum beh,vtori, including quantk6able forms ,Of audience b

_ natu al isti micro -soci al analyses 4indivi dua 1, fami .arid insti -

tutio al audiences fol the mass media reveal. a, range of behaviors Which can

not be easily 'categorized, aggregated, and c Aidensed to meet the demands of

parsimony-and elegance .in mathematical Mod ls. As .,Mehan 4nd, Wood have

pointeci out: ;

O



trouble with seeloioiy.is that its'-.'il--1!s;action -------------! , ,. ..

ematicel :distorts What common seas tells us
the' begin, ing---phenom Of interest: the actual
to l7day-spcial lif f human beings:, d In the ,

olqgtst's tab of data, and even,.!itore 'in the ;

ries made- abbut, these tables,, one' cannot find a4
6 'cif ith rson'Is Aai Ty activities that produced ,

vari .'phenOmenal-those tables tal about. (1975; p. t48)K

rr

'theStart, a concern f the ethnogfundamental raphic, researcher
, 4

ii" some sense of the .primary data- the actions and events

r Se the doing Of social life, Thi tn4e ccupation '.seems less 9
1 l'prk,

to communication. researchers than o Sociologists, perhaps, 'since.

ications discipline finds its uniq eness in the study 'of messages,,_
.,-,./ q

,'/' message produicers and receivers, !'and contex

Oncelitual olcricerni are more reduCtion st b
, ,

1 .
,"

/
collecti itie ',Atth corprise the main/st eam -of sociological inquiry.

. !, .
,

X i arture from scientifiC;lo s explanations in communication
.

wry/ i "°141es Perspective" which h s been adapted to coMmunicatio
, ...

in large I ureliy;'0Uthman,', Pearce na!,'frre.., ir aisoelates (Cushman'and,,
, .

'
'4 itjig l 2 Pearce. 1973; Cushman and,'..pearce; 1977;. Cushman ;1977) :1.

di g Cushman : ."The rules Fie pective differs from the laws :and
, .

Peetties_li.'tJlat: tt .exten e -:legi ti-mat range of scientif
P . I

I i

causal: to,'.prictical regular ties and focuses attention on

Such regularities, /n ni et :increasing levels of corn-
.1977 p 38). The

I nat re of ."practical regularities,"

d'Iater sections ,f t It is impcirtant at th
\

,

!
d

cote, that, the rUl es. periPeci ye ; not ':require4expl anations

Oral, cau The rules perspective fOrin 6f explanation

for transmission. These,

nature than are the studies

is baie u n "Praci01 necessity" (duihMan 'arid Pearce, 1977) .

\Rules constitute 'fiannative : The' noiinative 'gm" has
.; \

Criticized by iii-oolo§itt' %vim bellieve that hile-goVernee,StrUctUres



and activities inadequately explain the nature ofhuman behavior.

discusSjon of the normativp paradigm follows.- Communicati n rules

then be diSussed in light of this pers$ectve: Alterhati a veews

t
matters -- interpretive sociology and ethnomethodology--mil

The Normative Paradigm

. . T 3

This view of social structure and )frocess'is one- Of, tacit understanding

follow°.

A 13-rief

will

on` these

,a,

and prescribed activity undertaken by the social actor. 'According' to-Aehan

; ,
'and WoOdm "In the normative theory of action,

i

aCtors' are thought to enter ..,-/' -

situatiohs., define them, recognize which rules are a4licable,. and act

automatically.

order to 'know'

1975, p. 75).

The normative theOry, that-actersInake no judgment in

what kind Of, situation they have eitterecg' (Mehan and Wood,

The process of interaction, according to, this conception', of

is not i Informed by i ts'..unhavel ng. The, soci a1 aster deduces Ichurse of,
I

a

action accordIng to c set of self-:held attitudes and irhposed rules wiiich

chCrac,terize the occasion. Critics of tire normative paradigm beliive that 4

the social 'actor is "overratiqnalizedh in,ttre lodel and, because meaning
1

.; is thought=t\to derive from the inflexible human use.of formal: logic, "elements,-

,,,.
of. action (appear as1 stable and finite !things" (Mehaa and Wood, 1975,

i5)4_

iWitsbn has explained the process of interactiorr.accor hg, to the

normative $.(iew:

Interaction in a given' situations then, is explained by first
identifying, structures of role expectat,ions "Mid- complexes of
-dispositions, and then shoWing, that the relevant features lib
of the observed, interaction can be deduced from, these expectation
and, dispositions along With the assumptions embodied in the model
'of ,the common to both the, conceRts of di spoti ti on
and 'expectation ts, the; idea of a stable lihkage between the
situation of an actor and his,. action in Mt situation'. In the
case of' an expectation,,the 1Thkage imperative: the in-
dividual' ought to behave in Some specified way, in a given, situation.
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It ,i11 be conveniebt to refer to such a linkage, whether it is
a'dtiposition or an expectation, as arule, which can be.

situation
the ordered pair (,A,) whe S is a specified

and A is a particulare tion ;iv i
te

d to the situation
S by a disposition or expectation [italics mine] (Wilson, 1970,
p. 699).

Wilson has distinguished the location of dispositions and expectations

by suggesting that d)spositions.are rules "which have been tnternalized

or learn4 by an actor while an expectation-is a rule that has been in-

.stitutionaTized in asocial systee,(Wilson, 1971, p. 699).

These stable properties of human interaction provide substance for the
/.

soci4 scientist to observe and describe activities with "literal descrip-
:

ttons." With this approach human activity is reported fundamentally
,

irrespective of "the context or other features which the phenomena might

also display" (Wilson, 1971, p. 703). Countless:temporal, cRatial ,and
.3.0

situational. influences are ignored as relationships among social actors
.

using. ommunication are "assessed."' In the normative vew, according to

Mehan and Wood, "Social structures are treated as objective and constraining

social facts. 'At' tilt empirical level, soci logy treats- these structures

as variables. _COnventional sociolo'gical stu ies seek the relationships

among these variables" (Mehan and Wood, 1975, p. 14). Rules,-which themselves

are identified as, variables, hold the human componenti of the structures

( together.

The Rules Perspective in Communis ation

Commenication rules is a theoretical perspe tive on the nature of

human communication. The rules perspective has m chin common with the

'normative paradigm in that proponents:of this view of human Interaction
I

believe that rules are applied under particular log cal and empirical con-

ditions. Rul s guide human interaction and are logi lly,deduded by social
o
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actors. further, constellations of rulesitan be seen to forni networks

or "standardized usagei"Vappetla, 1972; Cushman and Pearce, 1977).

14camunication rules are said to attain 'order and regularity in the

cOmmunicatton process. They do this by governing and guiding the com-

municative transaction" (Cushmapfa Whiting, 1972, pp. 228-9) . Communi-
.

0

cation rules take the form olio practical sylogism embedded in an'' "under -

lying normative order" which gives meaning to the transaction (Cuthman &

Pearce, 1977, p. 349): An individual or group_intends to bring about C;

A considei1 that in order to bring. about C he must do B; and therefoi-e A

sets himself to do B (Von Wright, 1963). 'Whether or not an individual

detg:minet to.attempt to bring about C by doing. B depends upon the normative

force experiencedby.the social actor. When individtals act in concert-

when they both'view and act upon'B as the-meant to achieve C--they have

participated in a."manaiged" or "coordinated" interaction.

The'social actor is viewed as having &choice-in the selection of

behavior. However, he or she is responsive to the,weight of normative

force as it is manifest in the dispositions held by the individual at he

-or she-partakes-in an interactive episode. Actording-to Cushman and Pearce:

°Episodes consist of communicators' interpretations of the
actual sequenceslof messages they jointly.produce. These
episodes are aimbd at facilitating coordination in regard
to some task and carry differential practical force depending
upon their contribution to the coordination process. Such
episodic.sequences of communication behavior are the basis
for theories Of communication in .a rules cpniext (Cushman and
Pearce, 1977, p. 349) . 4

This coordinating process has\also been termed the "regulation.of

consensus" and the activity is not liMited to interpersonal exchanges.
;

Cushman (1977) his argued that these rule-governed activities apply tb

group, organizational, and mass communicative levelof interaction as

well (Cushman, 1971J' although his conception of mass communication
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'follows the narrow sociological tradition of- collective' behavior rather

than-the more modern micro-social "uses and gratifications" perspective.

Dyads, familtes, social organizations, andicultures may coordinate

their activtiies'by meatiof rules which ai-eunder$toodkonly by them.

Therefore, 4interpersonal level of meaning is rule- governed but the rule

may be und4rstood orfrprryir---ilywithin a particular dyad. Familiesjalsol .

develop special consensual meanings for symbols" (Cashman and Whiting,

1972, p. 22) ).

Rules. are "sets Of comaion 4ectations.about the appropriate responses

to particular symbols in particular-contexts" (Ckithman and Whiting, 1972,

p. 225. The use of rules by social upits creates 'prtctical regulari-

ties in their routines, These behaviors are verbal and non-verbal and. .

are available for observation to the social researcher. Patterned reguL

laritdies of rule use give the communication_researcher a substantive mode

for analysis and-explanation of human, interaction. Nonetheless, rules

. -

are varied and complex rather than unified (.Toulmin, 1974). Further,

" . complex'patterns.of interpersonal communication require the con-

cept of.hierarchically-ordered contracts, consisting Of i few funda

mental rules, several sets of rules governing interaction in specific

situations, and switching .cues used to move, from one subset to another"

..(PearCe, 1973, p.

To summarize, the..i es perspective is founded on the ideas of

normative force'and practical necessity. The individual chooses to

join with other social acto in order'tawcoordinat syMbolic exchanges

thereby achieving some mutually-desired goal., The tructure of rule-
.

directed communications takes the form of the practi al syllogiSM which

may apply to dyadsllgrou organizations 'or larger ollectivities.

Rules may be general in nature of idiosyricratic--understood only by
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the meiteis of particular communication systems. Rule :Lfse generatei

obseryable praFtical regularities which.social researchers can study -`in

order to systemati'cally explain and-predict

These are not simple transactions:
#.;

From a rules perspective, the orderly development of
human .conieunicaqop theory would proceed by explicating
the powerful meohaffisms which give rise to rule behaviors
and determining the logical and empirical conditions under
which each type of rule regularity migl\t be expected.
Additional theories would then be developed at each-level
of rule behavior to account 'for the regularities involved.
These theories would then be employed. as warrants for.
developing expectations about observable behavioi.
(Cushman, 1977, P. 38)..

I

4.c. ,

human, criunicative activity.

The Interpretive aradigm

The "nature of social reality is net so ordered and fixed as the

4

rules perspective implieS, according to researchers 'who view behavior*

o .

"--a interpretive proCess. Rules,which have been described as the
..

. .,,
, . .

forceful linkages of norniekivesociety, cannot be conceptualized as static
d --U *

or forMal dev ces. Essentially, the interpretive perspective chaeacterizes
.

social interaction as,ongoing circtinittantes wherein social actors con-
V

stantly engage in reflextve,_ role-takingbehavior. Each interactant

takes the role of the other into consideration as he attempts to understand

the communication event. Each interaatant/is perpetually inforiiled by

the intersection of meaning which derives from.anexamination °of self

and a simultanteous approximation of meaning as it'is believed to, be

experienced from the point Of- view of the other. In order to do this,

,
a continual process of interpretation of the other's 1perspective is

conducted by 'each interactant. According to Wilson (1971):
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. . . one actor perceives the behaviOi''of another as a
meaningful' action expressing some purpose or sentiment
embodied in a role. On the basis of this perception
of'what_the other is up.to4 the actor then devises his
own course of action.' (p. lop)

An iiteractant,does not simply "perform' an expected role .during

nte-Personal exchanges. He is sensitive to .other interactari ts long° in g

definitions of situations. His contribution to the scene is fashioned

on the basis of the (imputed other role. The other is not the occupant

of a status for which there Is a neat set of rulet--a culturCor set of

norms--but aipersonPwho must act in the perspective supplied in part

by his ,elationship to those whose actions reflect doles he must identify"
1:

(Turner*, 1962, p. 23).

The interpretive perspective poses that interaction be considered

in theirichness and detail of-the context in which it is rendered. The
ao

context must be understood in terms of,the interactants' social reali -

ties, not some forei gn- imagery proposed by 4° researcher who i s .unfamiliar

with. the nuances of 'the scene asithey are perceived and acted upon by

the. social members. Wilson has descr bed some ,of the limitations of

the scientist's external "objective criteria in describing and under-

standini Human .activity:

,......---". . the description of .tnteractien cannot be treated as
literal . . .. in order to establish the- meaning of a
detcription of an action., the oberver must rely, not only...
On. a body, of 'common -sense knowledge shared by .bis col leagues,

but rather also on his grasp .of the common -sense understandings
shared by the participantt in the interaction itself. Con-
sequently, 'in order to communicate to his Colleagues, the
observer must evoke in thein the context for any given des-
criptive statement so thatrthey will. see it in the same light
he does" (Wilson, 19.70,' p. 705). -

- Ai,
. r

Just as. interactants.engage in Stinual doeumentary,interpreta-
.

tions of eachodther's actions in Order to communicate effectively,.
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so too must the social researcher. This ,task may be extremely diffi-
e

cult, however, since' he researcher may be quite unfamiliar witt-14en /
- ..-

the basic assumptions embedded in the particular social enclaves which
. .

, ... i ,.

are chosen for study. _

The interpretive view al so maintains tha* uncierstandj rag tht

nature of a communicative episode is continually open to redefinition:
. o

.-...

Each action in the course of interaction . . is an .

indexical particular that is understood by the participants
in terms of the place of the ction in the' context of what
has gone before and what Vey see as the future course of
the. interaction . . .the wm0a ings, of situatiory and actions

\._ ars interpretations formulated on particular occasions by
by participants in the interaction and are subject
reformulation on subsequent - occasions ". (Wilson:, 1970, p. 701).,

,

. .
The, EthnornethodolOgi cal Perspective'

Although many ethnomethodolbgist5 would not,,like to be cast as par't
)

- .

of an enterprise which is a eubset of anything else, it is _convenient
-,

to discuts some gerkeral tenets of edromethodolog,j, in light of the i nter- ,

preti ve paradigm_in sociology. _-There_is common ground between the two

perspectives.

a.

Ethnomethods arerudimentary behaviors In which social actors,engage

in order to construct social teality in a Manner which makes "sense"

to themselveS and others in t environment. Ethnomethods soti

acti vi . They .krethe "practices, that. structure everyday

fe" ..(14ihan and Wood, 1976 p 17) . The :ethnomethodol ogi st is- interested

in thi-ways in which 'social ac s'~1::_liarious activities, not the. out-:

comes -of those activitiris.; This crucial ,distinction has been made
o ,

nicely by.7..imnierman in'his reply to tewis.A. cOser, the fdrmer president
a

7
,

of the AmericaSociol ogi c'at- Assqci ti on, who, had° on ti ci zed e-thnomethodol ogy:

oo'
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Coser simply fails to-grasp the distinction between the
glart,tent of social interactionas it is known to the

. participants or to the :'conventional sociological pbserver,
... on the' one hand, and,-Op the other; the form of social

hteraction. that an be. seen ^most clearly only when one

(1-
suspends concern for whaepeople are doing erg( seeks to
describe haw they are doing it" ('Zimmerman; 1976, p. 9.

Av social activity is substance .'"..analysis by the ethhomethodologist,

(doing walking, doing, talking, doing television viewing) and each of

these activities can be conceived to.have a grammar in much the same sense

that language does (Churchill, 1971). Examination of these processes,

according to ethnomethodologists, can lead to an understanding of the

"fundamental bases.of social order" (Zimmerman, 1978, p. 12). Social

actors continually "accomplish" social life by their participation in

these primary activities. According to Zimmerman;. "The apparent

',,Strangeness of thii perspective is due to the fact that it introduces a

strange and hitherto unexplored domain of inquiry" -the commonplace

world (Zimmerman and Pollner, 1970, p. 55).

Observing the accomplishment of mundane social tasks allows the

'ethnomethodologist to study the "natural language" of hum4p behavior.

Natural language refers to the

systematics of producing utterances, expressions, _

gestures, and so forth which (a) achieve a particular
meaning or.delineated range of alternative: meanings
in some local environments; (b) contribUte to, establish,
negotiate or expose a !definition' or definitions of the
situation; or (c) e)cpress and warrant assertions or
statements Concerning one's or the other's 'state of mind,'
'motive,' 'feeling,' 'what's right and wrong with this
world' and so on. , These are seen as situated accomplish-
ments of the use Of 'natural language' ,(Zimmerman, 1978,
p. 11).

The ethriomethodological approach has sometimes been' characterized

by its doubters as psythologi,al, gychoanalytic, or radically sub-

jectiiiist, This is a major criticism of the method which its practitioners
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VfgorouslI deny.. Mehan-and Wood, for instance, claim that the

. .sapnstitutive practice does not reduce the problem of social order

to psychology. The .structuri ngs are not psychological variables" (Mehan

and Wood ,197 §, 17), Ethnomethodologists- believe that they study

concrete, empirical, social behav4or. . Communication theorists might:

add thatAhe phenomena which ethnomethodoiogists, focus upon often are

communication variables. Since communication theory is based upon the

study of messages, message senders and receivers, and message-producing

contexts, there is considerable overlalo between the substantive prg-
.

occupations of Communication theorists and ethnomethodologists. Bath

are concerned with symbol ic human interaction.

Social s trudturi gig activities -which involve conversations provide

bulk amounts_of observable data which are extremely useful to many

ethnomethodologists. Transcripts of conversations a're "intersubjecti yely

\ available record(s) of the actual g)lialange of utterances" (Zimmerman:.

3976, 'p. 10). These documentt, are preferred by some analysts of inter-,

action to subjective 'accounts of, practice or Meaning rendered by the individu-

als and. are analyzed in microscopic detail in order to find clues to-the

basic structures of social interaction.. Regularities in verbal communi-

cation, such as the linguistic and paralinguistic cues which sisntl

particular:beha"viors in conversational tum-taking, for instance, are

of special interest to the'.ethnomethodologist.

The structuring activities described by ethnome thodologists "exist

in empirical multitude. These practi ces are scene-specific; di fferent

scenes 'are assembled by different practices" (itehan and Wood, 1976, p. 16).

Nonetheless, the goal of the ethnomethodologist i'sAtto "seek the properties

'that' all the -itructurin9 Oractices ?rye in common" (Mehan and Wood, 1976,'
.4



p. 16). In sum, ethnomithodologists are concern d with the essential

constitutive 'practices whiCh social actors empby to create their social

realities. whether or not these activities are accomplished intentionally

or consciously. In general, these researchers do not desire to assemble

typolbgies of practices or lists of the outcomes of-these practices.

Knowledge of members' practices is useful for illustration of the under
.

lyinisocial order.. ,Further, the researcher is a "partfCipant," not '

a "mere observer," of social scenei-(Mehan and Wood, 1976, 10).

The ethnomethodological perspective' does not deny the use of rules

by social actors. Rather, rule use is thought to be a contextually-
-

defined, managed phenomenorOncessantlli&eated by the interactants.

,

Every social actor' lives with certain expectatiohs about the Way in which'

social life is intersubjectivvely conducted. The assumptive world of

rule use comprises the individual's set of "background expectancies"
o.

,(Garfinkel., 1967, pp. 5576). fit':rulei are perpetually interpreted

by the social actor in light of a set of circuistances. 'In order to be

a competent1rule user. the individual must be able_to make commonsense

adaptations to situations. The competent rule user is able to apply

rules situgionally. Competent rule use implies the systematic

accommodation of practicality.

An example froth a study conducted by Bittner (1967) on police work

conducted on skid row illustrates the point being made. Police had

been suMmoned to.a bar where awoman.was screaming because a man had

insulted her. According to the "rule" of society, the police should

have removed the Man who inappropriately insulted the female customer.

But, because the action would have stirred a strong protest from the

other skid row residents who were presentl,the complaining woman was
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removed from the bar instead. ,By,.4reating the symptom as the cause of _

...

the disturbance in this situatiod, the poliCe were,acting as competent

rule users. The effect was that the disturbarttelibs' eliminatO. Had
,.

the police not acted In this way, hey would have been. "judgmental. dopeill

*(Garfnkel l96

. Features Of situations determine appropriate rule use. A grasp

of these features followed by the correct response to them allows.an

individual to conduct himself as a-competent rule user. Social actors,

rules, and the practical c9htext constitute the situation. This is air

integrated, interlocking %wit of influences in which no single element
e

"can be abstracted out and -=heated as either the cause or effect" (Mehan-
and Wood, 19759'pp. 75-6),.-

- The Issues of fle.cessity .and Generality in Theory Building

Rules theorists believe at communication rules ire useful to

Social actors as practical inve7ntions.'s, The social actor chooses to

engage in particular communications in order tc accomplish certain

goals. Interactants abide 'by a set of consensually-understood rules

in order to achieve those goals. The necessity in rules theory, there-
,

fore, is a practical syllogism (A intends to bring abut C. A knows

that if he is to get C, under specified' conditions, he must undertake

communication episode B. A sets himself to do B.), The weight of

practical necessity i s the best expl anati on for the phedi ctabi 1 i ty of

rule use. Thius, necessity, as it is understood in the, rules perspective,

is found lifidcating interpersonal tasks which have a hIgh degree :Of

normative'and practical weight (Cushmah and Pearce, l94):. Examination

of episodes in which rules are present allows the resea r to find

"general and specifit patterns which, provide the basis' scientific.'

lof-
. , 6



eXplanation and prediction of human

scientific explanations will, appear

0;

behavior, keeping in mind that the

Tess to law-li'ke regularities and

awe to rule-governed Choices"' (Cushman end Whiting, 1972, p. 227).

Still; rules are discovered in observation of human interaction by

noting the "regulajity of the. r occurrence" (Fisher, 178, p. 76).

The -researcher echo wa s to know what degree of generality coin-

/ munication rules hold. Th number of context-in which the rule is

applicable has been to the "range" of the rule (Cushman and Whit-

ing, 1972, p. 233). Fu r, "The degree of generality is restricted

by the numberand type f initial conditions which must be met for the

relktionships in the rules] theory to hold" (Cushman and Pearce, 1977,

p. 345).

The individual exercises a choice whether or not to abide ,b'y the

rule. ACcording t Fisher, "Choosing not to follow a rule does, not

inval i'date the` ex' stence of the rule but serves'only to assess the

strength of the rile as an explanatory device" (Fisher, 1978, p.- 76)

The argument forigenertlity of communications 'rules is- different from
A.

the modes of "generality which characterize the laws perspective an

not attain the, "universal" or "deterministic" power of explanation. that

laws.-based theories achieve: This `should riot be viewed as. a fault of
the rules Perspective. The rules perspective has been introduced. as

a more. powerful form of explanation of social interaction than laws or

systems eXplanations. For many, years, behavioral scientists attempted

to apply the paradigms and methods of the natural sciences to the study

of human behavior. Thecresults, in terms -of variance explained about'

important questions

X53.

has been discouraging.

While some rules of interaction; seem 'to be socially and culturally
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understood and practiced by a wile Inge of rule users, other more intri-

cate forms of rule-based interactiOns take. place in dyads, families,

and other social units whds,tiare" unique methods of symbolic interaction.

,

The dlyetse and idiosyncrati use of rulei by,iocial.actors inhibits

"external validation of-any particular Nonetheless, classes or

categories of rule=based behavior-can be formed and may provide' the

basiS:for meaningful general izatioh. The danger bf\)this approach is

,

that the construction oreatevory schemes, which necessarily are ab-
.

, - zi,

strations of the tftl events, may distort the 'fundamental nature of

the rules whictrare,eing described.
I

The interpretive paradigm is not based a deduction. Therefore,

the question 'of causal or logical -necessity does not apply to- this

perspective. According to Wilson, "Sociological explanations of pat-.

terns of interaction ,are inherently interpretive rather, than deductive,
',fet

and thus they are subject to cannotisto objectivity and competence quite

different,' though4b_lass demanding: from those employed in the sciences

based on literal description..Action it interpreted in "terms of the
_

purposes and situations of the actors (and this] -is a meaningful and

significAnt form of 401anation" (Wilson, 1970, p. 706).

EthnomethbdologistS have made it clear that particular features'

of interaction, or categories which describe these features,, are not

their principle domains of study. Nor is any attempt made ,by.them to

generalize these features from one settin4N to ,another. Instead the

method's or practices of social interaction Pare assumed to, display

inyariant propertiet:across settings whose substantive\features they

Make' observable. if is to the discOvery of these practices and their

invariant properties that inqtliry is to, be addresied. Thus, instead of

:t



an ethnography ihich inventories a setting's distinctive, substantlio

features, the research vehicle envisioned here is a ilethbdography. .j.
which searches for practices through which those Substantive features,

are made observable" (Zimmerman Pollner, 1970i.p. 47). Since the"

actual features of a setting are iCcodtplished ift,speciaI ways by,the

social actors who inhabit the setting, tt:-,is-not possible to generalize

the features of the-,setting, Featurbs of social interaction tiaVe meap-
,

(,/

ing only in terms of the contexts in which they occur: ". . . to ex- ,

,

;tract an event such

r.ohtext_i_rf which it

17

as a member's statement from the locally organized"

occurs, without knowledge of the..P:rinciples of that .

organizatio`ity runs the risk of fundamentally distorting the information_
,

ca ully game+ through coding procedures or otter research :toolst", 0

iIZitmenniino:1978, p. 11). (.

4*"The use of communicative rules in. social situations,' according to

I
ethnomethodologists, is also situation - specific and reflexive:

Ethnbmethodology has'rejected formal. lobic as a
model. of action. ' The concept of rule his been central''"
to all previtus social theories.' Therefore, a body of
work was begun, to construct anAlternative description'
of rule use. The work has corrhty employed the .ethno-
graphic method. 'It has le'ad to the'general Claim that
-rule use is neither automatic nor consistent.;'. Whenever
a rule is :Applied, it ,mutt be applitl specific
social siivation. -Relevant rules dirnot merely emerge
once e-a social 'situation is determined. Actors,, rules,
and'situationi ceageles'Sly inform one another (Mehan
and. Wood, 1176 p 75)

With the idea that features of a setting, including rules, cannot

be -adequately generalized, and that rigdrcilli examinations of communica-

tive' contexts must take place in order to understand the event as it is

intersubjectively : ..interpreted by the interactants, we shall now

Urn to MethodolOgi,cal approaches to the study of human interaction
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which are characteristic of the peropectives discussed 'herein.

4 Approaches to Measurement

18 -'

-Many of the most interesting: aspdcts of liminan communication seem

r to willfully resist measurement. In the opinion, of the author, however,
3

the three perspectives discussed in this papercommunication rules,

interpretive sociology,- and ethnomethodology, can nonetheless benefit
,

greatly in their explanatory power from ethnographic data. These data

are retrieved by inetnsive,/careful scrutiny of social units over time.

.They include detailed,first-hand observations5of social life, insights

provided .by informants, and information gathered by in depth interviewing

of the social actors themselves. .4, 4

Cushman and his associates have not discurfrd measurement .techni-

queS in their presentation of the communicatioOrules perspective: 'Their
.0.,

discussions have relied upon hypotheticaljexamples,and deductive logic

applied to them. They have not presented primary data collected by field

metha-ds or any other method. Despite. the.-artificial nature of the exam-

ples, the discussions of the communication rules provided by Cushman re-

lies upon illustrations.of interactiohal episodes. There Is no richer

source of interactional- episodes than the natural- environment. Surely,
o

systematic participant-observational research could provide a wealth of

".data for the further development of ,communication rIllet.theory.

'Ethnographic data is also .useful, if not essential, to the inter-.

pretive sociologist who -must""be much more explicit and self-conscious
,0

than is customary in making available .to: his audience.the context and

ground for his interpretations" .(Wilson, 1970, p. 706). Ethnography

is a natural data-collection technique tor this purpose since the method,

when effectively conducted requires that the researcher demonsti-ate



the richness and detail of the context in which commuhicatlpfktt*

place. Further, the investigator must be alert to relationships be-

tween the garticular behaviors 'Which are observed and the underlying'

contexts in which the behavior occurs. The observer also takes into

account the endless posSibility that later events may modify the mean-

.ing of What 'is noted at any time during the data collection process.

.
As Wilson has found, "In observational studies of interaction, it is

not uncommon,for the observer to understand what the events recorded in
t

his notes really consist of-only in light of subsequent events and often

only after he has left the field altogether" .(Wilson, 1970, p.-704). No

matter what research method is employed the interpretive sociologist

realizes that all of human interaction-is informed by the documentary 'method

of interpretation--including the observer's relationship with thip ob-

served. The interpretive sociologist takes the role of the social actor

in an effort to understand his subject's world from his viewpoint.

Ethnography is well suited to this objective.

Ethnomethodologists have not been limited to any one particular,

method for conducting, research. Laboratory studies, naturalistic
4, -et

experiments, historical records .surveys, field ethnographies, and film

and videotape recordings have all been used (Mehan and Wood, p. 17).

The furidamintal Concern of these researchers is the identification of

basic social prodesses which expose the nature of how people engage in

the doing of socidl 1 ife.

Ethnomethodolcigists do not make judgments about the correctness

of the lays in' whfch people construct social scenes. For instance, the

4; =

written aldministrative records of various organizations have been

examined bY ethnomethodologisti (Zimmerman,, 1966,..1970; Garfinkel,_ 1967,

.
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.186-207). The resultsO.thes

-V
tidy record-keeping prattices

have not commented upon'the un-

organizations As a problem, bui),rather

as a phenomenon whereby the records were kept common-sensically in a.

way not readily explainable to the-traditional social scientist who

...

wodl.d164pine thtm ounowege Of p,: context. Theo\witht knowledge O tt Thtioal

interests ofillcial.scientists dO.not match .the practical 0 vi*-tele

of the members of the soci=al unit, according to this perspective. For

47

the ethnomethodologtst, the record keeping itself is the phendmenon.

The ethnomethodologist studies the orderly practicalities of rule

use, an approa5h which is facilitated by ethnography.

Any researcher who has attempted to use the participant7observation

method has probably come to a variety of conclusions about it, some of

which are extremely encouraging, others of which are not so encouraging.

in this work, the researcher becomes inundated by findings. In an im-

portant way this is an exciting discovery because it reaffirms the idea

that context -'the- sensuous environment in which huMan communication is

conductedmot: bed.understood and communicated to the reader if any

sense of the true event is to be imparted. With this realization comes

the,responiibility of communicating the context with validity. The
,.1..-

flood'of data must be sorted out, both in the process of collecting

the information and later reporting it. Some ethnographers have re-

ported:chronologically and in great detail the ,nature of social prOcesses

as they unfold. Others have found it useful to construct category schemes and

Opologies and to ignore much of the detail.

Regardless of approach the ethnogripher of communication is con-

fronted with a rather commom set of methodological-obstacles. These

are no less.iiipbrtant to the ethnographer than'artirthe research -design

22 a.
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and statistical' decisions made by the quantitative researcher. At

least four basic condiderations must be taken into account) by the ethno---,
.

grapher of comunication: (a) sampl Ing , r (b) observational techniques,

(c) stages of data colleCtion, (d) organization and presentation of

data (Lull, 109) . There are many vol umes written , about gOeral ap-
.

1,--proaches to participant observation research le.g./Bruyn, 066; Lofland,

'1971; Bogdan &Taylor, 19751.
*84%.,

Qualitative Analysis of Audience Behavior

The three perspectiVes discussed in previous sections f this paper
,

have some important differences, particularly their diverge. ces,on.

ve and dedUctive forms of explanation. They are held together,

however, by&thd idea that probabilistic, covering law models of social
,

behavior-are not adequate for description and explanation of human com-

munication as it is cOnducted in natural ,environments.

rough the use of pertinent examples, an attempt.will.now be made
A '

to demonstrate the facility of the three perspectives. previously dis-.

cussed -as, means, for demonstrating the value'of ethnographic findings.

Mete illustrations are not meant to be exhaustive of the kinds of data

which have been gathered ethnographically. Rather, specific examples

will be .used to demonstrate.yiayss in which ethno'graphic data can provide

meaningful insights into some of the social roles played by the mass

media.

Importantly, naturalistic investigations of media ,audience behavior

have immediately revealed that situational characteristics detamprine

the social uses of television,

of the Major peitpectives which

This claim will be discussed in light

have been presented in this paper.' An

23
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mpis fromAthnographig research will be' posed in order to provide a

-4:'
.

substantive illustration fitting for conparati ve anaiysis :

,. . ,,.,-,-

A farm woman', who 15 years previously 'resigned her pre-med schblar-
i .

ship to a, major"Midwestern universi ty-, married her hi gh-, school 'boyfriend
4

and attend9d vocational schpol in order to -become a medical secretary.

Her firstci ild was rrn one year f011owing her marriage, causing her

to quit a job at .a doctor's .office which shad held only brfefly.
.

The only teleyision .programs. watched by this woman during the

research period were shows which featured settings and themes directly

related to the medical profession (Marcus Welby, M.D., Medical Center,

'l dicat StoriP. When these programs. were aired she engaged in a con-

tinual, intense'comnentary.about the nature of'the stories, particularly as-.
ry

those aspects related to medical considerations. She remarked about the

appropriateness of operating room procedures. She evaluated the work of

subordinates and always referred to the doctors by their formal titles.

She praised medical work well done and found fault with mistakes -made byl

) the staff. The: Caesarean section of quintuplets during one melodrama

,.caused her to remark instructively about the importance of quickly

trimming. "all five cords."

During an interview probe following a week-4long observatcon- period,

the woman said:\

I've always been interested in anythfrig medical, in anything
to do with the medidal field. So, that's what I like . . .

I usually find that their [medical] information is pretty-
accurate for their-diagnosis of disease and so forth . .

so, I, enjoy, it because I worked around a lot of that and it
jUtt kinda. 'keeps me.in the business', I guess.. -

Her.husband frequently reminded her of the times when her favorite

programs wem to bepresented and encouraged her to watch.'' He even changed

the television channel from Monday Night Football in order to insure
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that she watched a medical program which was presented' by a competing'

n"vork at the same time;

Now; what is of interest here? Several person-media considerations

Coneinto play. We have the relationship of th oman,"Priscilla,

with programs which appear on,television. We know that she finds satis-

faction in watching medical shows as her verbalizing during the shows'

,and her discussion' okthe attraction of staying "in the business" testi7

fies. This is particularly true'since she says she "hates"- television

and "hardly ever" watches it.

I Her: husband, Bob, watches a lot ,of television. He loves the
o.

:medium, especially actiOn.adventure shows and football' games ("Now,-

there's a sport I.was really good at. But our higheschool didn't have

no money and 'they couldn't field a team. I wished that I could've

played more footbali than I -did.").,

What happeRs w.tien a programconf-lict arises as i/tdid during the

episode described above? In this, case Bob suggested, that the channel

;be. changed away from thefootball game and. to the medical- program.-;

How can this interaction' be analyzed?

A conimunicatioh rules theorisf might argue from the deductive logic

of the practital syllogism:51 (A desires to achieve C; in order for A
. at

1

to achieve C, he ptist.do B;;_A sets hithself to, do B.) Some idea of the

goal of Bob'S communincation"is-needed in grder to give meaning to a

communication rules .interpretattOn. kow does one

,711r

aprn of the goals

of social actors? Why not ask them?

6
Let's say that Bob is asked why he changed the charinel to the

medical program during the middle of a football game. To this question,

.25
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he replies:, "She (referring to his wife) doesn't like football.

She-thinks'it's too' violent. I've gOt to keep her happy"., This was

iFtrue of her attitude, but was, this the real in that he' Chang the- dian-,

1

nel? 'There is much more to this seemingly sample episode than first
1appears. ,Nonetheless, based on the information Presentedithe practical

t.

syllogism could bemodelled thusly: Bob" (A) desired to maintain rflailtar

24

hared itiy (C) With'his wife; in ordertb'do so,. nelletermiried,

;Ow certaiftel evilsi on ii,B ) was.40ans to accomplish' his

he (A) changed the ctiaitner (Os; Bob engage.$1 in a particul aiLlbehavi.
tEr `IV

in order to achieve *Iasi, objective. The fundamental criteria bfIF- d

the practicaf,synogism ha' been met and the result is 1 ogica11Y,

not orrectly,;:deduced, % 4 t-
40/

the more intriOnglimestions 'have ,not been atiiiie rst, what
NA"

were the reasons for changing the at the time the action was

take4. Second, -what were the )1,re far-reaching- implications of this

action? Naked communication rut theory seems unable to sufficie
.

explain the more codipleit levels meaning which inher in this,.
. :, t

ot tion. f nsactiOns., The need for connunicatiokrules

theorists 'to' focus' on the pro rt o''coordinstive"rule us: for
,,,.

,%,.. 11.

instance", might pi* tr"--e-a more p. 41'4''fonti oeexplarirtionqhan As Ow

-Te. Cushman and Willting (1972) and hale it, al. 69791 havfiie

Oriqa4ed -that the lyntation model may ;pry'

action-al dimension :I& the rules perspective e ...

The interqegrociol0

the meanings- generated by ea

cular Viewing context and Wi

additional inter

:examindlbe scene in terms Of

-;-actor-as they interact in a paart .

n`overall environment. The"
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ethnographic method provides much infOrmation for interpretation. Re-
,

,

calling that Prisdlla's career was cut short by her marriage and: child-
,

raising, the researcher might suggest that the-husband appeared to use

television as a fantasy stimulant for his'wife. Although his wife knew
, 41

.

lull well-what times her favorites were televised, he reminded her, of

these and encouraged her to watch. In this way, she could partake in

her lost profession. His encouragement of her participation in the

dream world which their marriage and child-raising denied her may also

have helped him dismiss'whatever guilt he may harbor for having been,

in part, responsible for curtailing her vocaonal opportunities.

Now; we have plausible answers to the two questions which were left

unanswered by the analysis which 'Right have been conducted by a.rules

theorist. To answer the first question: The real reasons for changing

the channel as they were important to the moment were to allow Priscilla

to' participate vicariously in a professional/vocational'experience. The

.second question, regarding the far-reaching implications of the act,

*reveal that by allowing her'to do so he is ,creating an environment at

home in which his wife has, repeated opportunities to contact her desired

profesiional/votational world, thereby keeping her happy with'him and

the children.!:

This form of analysis has placed crucial demands on the researcher.

First, the researcher has attempted to grasp the meaning-.5f-the media7,

related interaction in terms of fnterpersonal implications which extend

beybnd the isolated experience. In order to Mild a plausible

explanation foi. this behavior, the researcher has examined an ethno-

graphic data base-biographical histories of each interactant, the

family history lengthy interviews in which each person told of their
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personal interests, ambitions, and feelings: He has received informa-
A

tion about each family member -from every other family, member. When

Altheir reports converged with observations there appeared to be valid

findings. -

The researcher could be accused of speulating about all these con-

nections. Btit, the analysis which was provided rests fundamentally

upon qualitative data'which" was actually provided in the course of a

seven-day study of the family. .The meaning of the event has been placed

within the.context of the marriage. Further, both the husband and wife

confirmed that the explanation given in the preceding paragraphs is a.

likely explanation fOr what illobserved. Of course, the interpretive

researcher does not need to rely on the confinnation°of observations by

his subjects. 'There are many latent, unformulated activities id' which

individuals partake that may not be consciously known to them,'but be-

-come, observable to the researcher when.a synthesis of perspectives is
, 4. .

-made by examining and integrating' the roles, of each interactant.

BOth of the abovOterspectives on: this data have something to say

about communication "outcomes." Analyses of 'communication miles which

apply to audience behavior and interpretations of the actions of social

actors in particular viewing contexts are informative to the,,mass com-

muncation"researcher. The ethnonethodologist, on the other hand, does'
,
not care that these behaviors `,.took place in a television 'viewing context.

The. ethnomethodologist wants-to knit what the underlying processes of
.

interaction.are and how those activities reveal., something about the

"fundamental bases of social order." Therefore, putely ethnomethodological

studies are not partituiarly informative for studen4 of mass communica-r
.1

tions, per. se. These data may be useful, to ethnOmethodologists as evidence

from which turn-taking or role-switching behavior might be found. He
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Might also be interested in the set of "baCkground expectancies" which
r.

accompiny.viewing 4nd.how the individual reconstructs.tocial'reality

when these assumptions.areshatiered. The ethnOmethodologist wants to

learn of the transituational characteristics of.huMan interaction. The

act of social media consumption for its own sake is irrelevant..

27

Episodes such as the one described in the previous few paragraphs

are comprised of several elements. An interpretive understanding of the

PhenOmenon required sustainej and systematic observations of an inter-

action that accomiiinied television viewing; knowledge of the history of

the individuals and the family; and personal information gained through

,in-depth interviewing. Further, the culmination of datkWas assembled
.

over a,perioa of time..: The researcher would not have been ableito-learn

of these indicators-by conducting a doorsteVinterview or 'setting up_a

simulated television viewing situation in a communications laboratory.

The ethnographic, meth seems to be espeCially well..4uited to probing the

"effects" of telemisi , or, in uses and gratifications terms, the "uses"

of media made-by media donsumers in order to gratify their personal-and

interpersonal needs.

Not all audience behavior is so complex as the example which was

given. For instance,, one set of observed_viewing°"rules" is limited to

.what might be calledi "rhythm of viewing," a concept not unlike

"rhythms of dia1ogue," a way by which conversational flow can be des-
.

cribed and predicted-(Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970). television's pre-

dictable commerci alb breaks help establish routinized patterns of talk

in front of the television set. °We have found for instance, that

viewers who leave the room .during a program.can exPect-to.receive a

briefing ontWhat was missed. when they return that will not start until
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4
the-next toMmercial break begins-and will last no more than a few74

seconds into the next program segment: The rult of non-interruption is

implicit in, the viewing experience. 'Other viewing rules involving pro-

gram switching; argument facilitation, conversational. entrance, demob-

stratinn of role competency, and domince-submission patterns have

been noted by means of ethnographic research on audience behavior

(Lull 1978).

Cbncl uding 'Note

Hopefully, more social researchers. will emplojf .the ethnographic,

method in .oi4er to conduct .studies of media audience behavibr, parti-

cularly as it occurs in the context` of family life at home. One our-
- -

pose of this writing was to 'discuss some of the basic assumptions which

characterize communication rules theory and the normative paradigm,

.the interpretive paradigm, and ethnomethodology. Conceptual features

of these Constructs were examined in 'relation to their relevance for

studies of.the social activities of audience members. In future re-
.

search,' the distinctions made in this paper about these various approaches

-should be useful while evaluating observationalievidelice about audience

bebavibr.

To summarize, ethnomethodology seems least well suited to the

study of atiatencle .behavior since the issues which its -proponents are

"concerned, with do not-directly inform. the person who is interested in

mass cormnuni.c-ation theory. Audience research can serve as a vehicle

fore -the ethhomethodologist to.examine.more fundamental behavior., The

contribution made by ethnomethodologists to the study of audience

behavior, from my View, is that they have called upon social researchers
o

to analyze the microscopic activities of social life. By doing so,

they have called attentio&to the possibilities of theory building which
-1r

3n
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inhere in _intensive case studies of fundamental human activity. When

this recommendation is-followed by the mass communication researcher,

the focus turns to'behavioral episodes such as verbal communication

which takes place during television viewing. In order to study, this

phenomenon, and others like it, the researcher is requivid to spend

time observing naturally- occurring behaviors as they unfold in their

natural environments.

Communication rules, though shown to be part of the criticized

normative conception of social explanation, has been proposed as an al-

. ternative., productive perspective for. the, study of audience behavior..

Rules theory is responsive to the practicalities of social, life and

does not function in the probabilistic, cause- and- effect environment

envisioned by proponents of scientific laws explanations. Despite the

attraction .of 'rules as an al tarnativedesCriptive form of human corimuni-
,

cation, this perspective does"not adequately account for some

of the more intricate Cssues which Are embedded in social. activity.

Rules theorists are now attempting to synthesize the principles of

. ,

their theory with the coorientation model of human behavior in order,

to generate a, model of communicatioQ that is more truly interactive.

The prospect of this successful intpgration is an exciting one.

Contributions made by iie interpretive view in sociology are par-

.

titularly- helpful to and supportive of the ethnographer of mass com--

4nunication., As has been demonstrated in this paper, the social researcher

can only understand the complex nature of social processes by, doing every-

thing possible in order to see the world as his or her subjects' see

it. This call's for a methodological approach whereby the researcher

attempts to -uncover the details of social life and the'subtle textures

1

I
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-of meaning which they hold. In reporting, the researcher- must recreate

the context of humair activity. Since social interaction is an inter-

4'

Preti ve proce#,. literal deicri Ption imposed by deductive explanation

is not warranted..

Some researchers. will-choose not to. adhere. to .principles implicit

in the rules or, interpretive conceptions and will continue to conduct

quantitatiVe stUdie's of audience behavi& which rely on the forMs of

explanation cons i Stent ,wi th , scientific laws. Others, such as Anderson

and'his associates (Anderson et al., 1979) have combined observrational

analyses with statistical measures ofindependentsand dependent variables.

Perhaps a convergence of methodological approaches will someday produce
,.

significantly more insights about audience behavior' thanwe have today.

The time has certainly arrived for ethnipgraphers of mass communication

'to make a major contribution.
4.



Footnotes

1
It,.is important to note. here (that no communication theorists,

rules or otherwise, would hay.e".known enough, even to ask 'about this

episode unless they had witnessed it..by,meatis Of some form of participant

observational research.
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